Present Perfect exercises:
source: https://www.englisch-hilfen.de/exercises_list/zeitformen.htm

1) Statements:
1. The students

a flight to Vienna. (to book)

2. The cat

a mouse. (just/to catch)

3. Jack and Brian

this picture. (just/to draw)

4. He

his friends. (already/to invite)

5. Julia

a table with three columns. (just/to make)

6. My friends

the geography test. (to pass)

7. I

the rabbits. (just/to feed)

8. The baby hedgehogs

the water. You need to get more. (already/to drink)

9. The teacher

the keys, so he can't open the door. (to lose)

10. We

the worksheets. (already/to download)

2) Negative statements
11. She

her room

12. They

. (not/to tidy up/yet)

a Tablet PC

13. My father

. (not/to use/so far)

the car. It is still dirty. (not/to polish)

14. The children

the comics

15. Jason and Tony

the words, so they will probably fail the test. (not/to learn)

16. His mother
17. I

. (not/to read/yet)

breakfast

. (not/to make/so far)

on a lake in winter

18. My boss

. (not/to skate/yet)

the helpline. (never/to phone)

19. He

his favourite T-shirt himself. (not/to wash)

20. Sarah

her dog

. (not/to take out/yet)

3) Questions
1.

you

2.

your brother

3.

Julian ever

4.

your father ever

5.

Lee

6. What

the kitchen door? (to paint)
the shopping? (to do)
a spider? (to touch)
on an elephant? (to ride)

his parents yet? (to ask)
you

7.

Bill

8.

you ever

in your text? (to write)
the radio? (to turn off)
in a helicopter? (to fly)

9. Who
10.

the window? (to break)
you ever

11.
12. Why

for your friends? (to cook)
the e-mail to grandma

? (the twins/to write/yet)

so much money on sweets? (Dan/to spend)

13.

the talk in history

14.

the house before their parents in the morning? (they/to leave/ever)

15. How often
16.
17. What

in the last maths lesson? (you/to yawn)
the round table for us

? (waiter/to lay/yet)

? (Olivia/to do/lately)

18. Where in the USA
19. Why

? (Sophie/to prepare/yet)

? (you/to be)
the tyres

?(you/not/to check/yet)

4) Statements with already/yet

1. I

. (+/already/to listen to music)

2. I

. (-/not/to go swimming/yet)

3. I

. (+/already/to take some photos)

4. I

. (+/already/to help Jane in the kitchen)

5. I

. (+/already/to play my guitar)

6. I

. (+/already/to go out with my friends)

7. I

. (-/not/to wash my shirts/yet)

8. I

. (+/already/to make my bed)

9. I

. (+/already/to do the washing-up)

10. I

. (-/not/to speak to my maths teacher/yet)

5) Question tags
https://www.englisch-hilfen.de/uebungen/fragen/frageanhaengsel3.htm

1) He sometimes reads the newspaper, …………………………………………………………………… ?

2) You are Indian, …………………………………………………………………… ?
3) They had a nice weekend, …………………………………………………………………… ?
4) Peggy didn't use the pencil, …………………………………………………………………… ?
5) Mary has answered the teacher's question, …………………………………………………………… ?
6) The boy is from Turkey, …………………………………………………………………… ?
7) Sue wasn't listening, …………………………………………………………………… ?
8) Andrew isn't sleeping, …………………………………………………………………… ?
9) Tom and Maria will arrive at Heathrow, ……………………………………………………………… ?
10)

She has a brother, …………………………………………………………………… ?

11) She is collecting stickers,

?

12) We often watch TV in the afternoon,
13) You have cleaned your bike,

?
?

14) John and Max don't like maths,

?

15) Peter played handball yesterday,

?

16) They are going home from school,

?

17) Mary didn't do her homework last Monday,
18) He could have bought a new car,
19) Kevin will come tonight,
20) I'm clever,

?

?
?

?

